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Harman Kardon launches Citation ONE in Dusty
Pink and Royal Blue

Make a stylish sound statement with the Harman Kardon x Kvadrat new colours

OCTOBER 2019 - Harman Kardon’s Citation range of smart and beautiful home speakers

continues to delight fans of chic Scandinavian design. This winter, the Citation ONE speaker

launches in two new stunning colours. In addition to the timeless grey and black options, you

can now enjoy listening to great beats in Dusty Pink or Royal Blue.
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The Citation ONE range of speakers was created to deliver on two things; audio and aesthetic.

The fabric for the Citation range of speakers has been crafted by Danish designers Kvadrat, the

European leader in acoustic textiles. “Kvadrat was crucial to the design process, creating a

totally unique audio fabric that maximises sound quality while delivering on aesthetic. We truly

feel we have one of the most beautiful sounding and most elegant looking speakers on the

market”, says Alexander Demin, Director Industrial Design at HARMAN. “The Citation ONE

Dusty Pink and Royal Blue colours were specifically chosen as they are two of the most popular

interior design colours of the moment.” The premium blended wool fabric not only looks

sophisticated, but it is dirt repellent and flame retardant as well.

 

The Harman Kardon Citation Series brings sophisticated design and amazing wireless sound

into every room, with the Google Assistant always on hand for any questions or queries. The

Citation ONE also delivers multi-room capability; by adding additional Citation speakers, you

can create the ultimate house-wide audio experience. Play the same music all over or different

music in different rooms, controlling everything from your smartphone. With Apple AirPlay 2

support, you can now also wirelessly stream music from an iOS device, Apple TV, HomePod or

by asking Siri.

 

The Harman Kardon Citation ONE will be available in Dusty Pink and Royal Blue on

harmankardon.com from the end of October for €229,00.
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